
Lovemaking assault, violence, debt: Korean star Rhee Keun's
struggling past
 

Rhee Keun, also known as Ken Rhee, the moment again came under fire immediately after

being reproached of presumably being convicted for violence back in 2015. 

 

Vimeo content creator Kim Yong-ho on Tuesday advertised the fact that Rhee, popularly

called “Lt. Lee, ” was initially billed with battery inside 2015, while he / she seemed to be

finished. 

 

This is the 3rd period that Rhee‘s past provides been put under scrutiny considering he

gathered popularity for appearing in the YouTube variety show Fake Adult men while “Lt.

Lee, ” high-quality education instructor. Rhee, who also served in Korea’s Navy blue Specific

Warfare Flotilla, typically the Korean language equivalent of the USA Navy Seals, made

inroads into the terrestrial TELEVISION marketing networks, appearing on major

entertainment programs, including MBC’s talk show Radio Movie star. 

 

At the start of this calendar month, Rhee was initially hit by a new personal debt scandal after

a good man charged Lee of not paying back 2 thousand won (RM7, 240).  was initially settled

immediately after Lee plus the man both stated they meet throughout person and solved this

debt issue, saying at this time there had been a misunderstanding between your two. 

 

Having said that, Rhee yet again became embroiled inside debate following an accusations

that this individual was found guilty to get intimate assault inside 2018. Rhee, on The

following thursday, known that he had been fined 2 million won, after getting convicted

regarding grabbing some sort of woman’s base. But he or she claimed that he do certainly

not make any sexual offense and even had appealed the court’s ruling to prove that, which

was dismissed. The particular court docket on the moment said it was rejecting the

attractiveness due to the the law of gravity of this transgression and also the particular fact

that the patient was not really willing to be able to forgive Rhee. 

 

Kim furthermore raised suspicions about typically the document the fact that Rhee published

on Instagram upon Wednesday as proof of his / her stint on the ESTE. An earlier video by

Ellie possessed raised wondered concerning Rhee’s career document. 

 

Using Rhee finding themselves within some sort of string associated with techniques, some

advertisements of which function Rhee have been taken down by publishers. 

 

Korean burger chain Tombola, which launched a fresh military-style hamburger set

employing Rhee as its key spokesmodel, took down all their YouTube advertisement video

tutorials showcasing Rhee and likewise transferred images featuring Rhee with ones

featuring the animated persona. 

 

Game firm PearlAbyss as well took lower the ad for it is current mobile activity Dark Desert M
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the fact that listed Rhee. 

 

After the debt scandal broke out, KB Savings Bank removed a good poster including Rhee

posted on the company’s Instagram bank account.


